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MANUFACTURER
RESPONSIBLE

Puustelli Group Oy is a leader in developing 
the eco-friendly furniture industry in Finland. 
As a furniture manufacturer, we take respon-
sibility for our common heritage, the environ-
ment. And we’re more than happy to do so.

Certificates awarded to a company are not 
one-off recognitions, but development work 
to improve quality and operations is an on-
going process. Our development program-

me extends across and is rooted in our entire 
business.

Matters related to the safety, cleanliness and 
ecology of Puustelli products are important 
basic values in our operations and are an 
inherent part of Puustelli quality in just the 
same way as sustainability.

Puustelli’s journey towards carbon-neutral 

production facilities continues. Through our 
Natural Steps programme we are again 
taking concrete actions towards our 2035 
goals of carbon-neutral furniture production 
facilities. The emissions originating in furnitu-
re production are constantly being reduced 
and now the carbon footprint of each item 
of furniture is offset long term in the form 
of concrete actions implemented by chosen 
environmental operators.

ISO 9001
Quality system

ISO 14001
Environmental 

management system

M1
Emission class for 
building materials

FI
Product in compliance 

with standard

KEY FLAG
Logo indicating a product 
or service made in Finland

ISO 45001
Occupational health and 
safety assessment series
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MORE THAN A CENTURY
Harjavalta Oy is a financially-sound family owned enterprise whose foundations were rooted 

in Finnish soil more than a century ago. Puustelli Group Oy is also part of the dynamic Har-

javalta Group. Acclaimed carpentry skills and quality have traditionally been passed down 

by long-term employees from one decade and generation to another.

At Puustelli, responsibility is an intrinsic value that obliges us to act. As a leader, we cannot wait 

around for others to act, we need to act ourselves. We are forging an ecological path along 

which we need to travel in our industry. Puustelli aims for full carbon-neutral furniture produc-

tion and our Natural Steps programme is one of our most recent actions to reach these aims.

One of our most significant eco deeds is our exceptionally years-long research journey to in-

novate and make ecological kitchens. Nothing similar has been done earlier anywhere else. 

These studies took the entire kitchen lifecycle into account. After extensive material research, 

honing manufacturing methods and complex carbon footprint calculations, Puustelli’s Miinus 

kitchen was created in 2013. The entire kitchen furniture system is exceptional and was award-

ed a European patent in 2018.

Our entire production and all our Puustelli products make use of all the valuable research infor-

mation we obtain. Hand on our heart, we can say that Puustelli kitchens are made in compli-

ance with the proven cleanest manufacturing processes in the furniture industry. This benefits 

each and every one of our customers. Puustelli is Finland’s biggest manufacturer of kitchen 

furnitures and Puustelli Finland’s most purchased* kitchen brand since 1983. This is probably 

no coincidence.

* Building Information Foundation RTS Own homebuilding surveys 1983-2021

RESPONSIBILITY

1920

2020
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THAN THE SURFACE
DEEPER
Only those materials and parts that are among the best of their kind 
by all criteria are good enough for the Puustelli range.

An uninterrupted information flow from the source of the material to 
our production facilities is indispensable. We know where the materi-
als come from and how they are made. We have worked with many 
partners and importers for decades. The relationship of trust is firmly 
established. We know each other and our values are rooted firmly in 
the same cause.

We also directly import countless materials and various parts needed 
for Puustelli furniture. We select products locally at the production 

facilities of the companies that make them. This is also the case with 
many electrical appliances used in furniture.

The origin information of the materials is the first and foremost of the 
selection criterion.

Forests are the lungs of the world and are also a source of income for 
a billion people. Preventing illegal logging, encouraging reforestation 
and forest management are important issues for all of us. The wood 
species we use come from PEFC or FSC certified forests. These are 
signs that the well-being of forests is constantly being looked after.
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WHATEVER WE DO, 
WE DO IT PROPERLY

M1 MEANS THAT A PRODUCT IS CLEAN,

THERE ARE NO ODOUR NUISANCES AND

CAUSES NO IRRITATIONS

Puustelli kitchen values are an important part of the quality, even 
though you wouldn’t know it by looking at the product. Regardless of 
the price, each Puustelli kitchen is made responsibly, taking into account 
ethical and environmental issues. Our products are made non-toxically 
and cause no indoor air quality problems. 

Carbon-neutral furniture from Puustelli
We compensate the environment for the long-term carbon footprint ari-
sing in the production of Puustelli furniture. In practice, this takes place 
through action by significant environmental influencers. Puustelli’s Natural 
Steps programme includes protection of the Baltic Sea, as well as, for 
example, more carbon sinks, planting saplings, forest protection and 
afforestation of wastelands.

Puustelli’s uniqueness is highlighted in conjunction with the design 
of your own kitchen and the guidance of a professional will inspire you 
even more. Puustelli provides the recipe for a successful outcome. Flexib-
le measurements, an abundant choice of materials in different colours 
and special furniture to make the vision a reality also allow the kitchen 
mood to blend in harmoniously with the rest of the interior design in 
the home. Puustelli designers have a precision tool, smart software that 
avoids human error and which is updated several times a year also with 
the latest kitchen trends.

Puustelli furniture is premium furniture, the quality of which is brought 
to mind whenever working in the kitchen. The uniqueness of the furniture is 
reflected in their innovative materials and colours with personal implemen-
tations. Puustelli has two premium collections whose differences support 
each other when faced with different choices. The two best go hand-in-
hand. Original is today’s most ecological and cleanest kitchen creation 
and only the best furniture board available is used in its structures. On 
the other hand, the lodestar in Miinus furniture has been the continuous 
quest for increasingly more ecological, industrially-made new materials 
and product components. Every potential alternative is studied. The fra-
me structure of a Miinus kitchen is an entire furniture system, the core of 
which is a patented Puustelli biocomposite frame. We have innovated 
new structures instead of the familiar furniture board for furniture doors 
and we use only the most ecological materials in worktops.

Puustelli’s TailorMade measurement concept means consistent 
width, height and depth of the furniture. Kitchen ergonomics is also part 
of the design process.

Puustelli product design is also part of lifecycle design. Although our 
furniture is long-lasting, sustainable products, their lifecycle also comes 
to an end in time. This is why recycling of the furniture components and 
the safe disposal of structures are factored in already when choosing 
materials and planning manufacturing methods. Puustelli’s own wood 
door factory gives us the widest choice of materials on the market and 
means that besides doors, we can also make individual wood products. 
We almost certainly have the best solution to the interior design require-
ments of every home.

Puustelli’s ALLinclusive service concept has over the decades 
evolved into a premium class service. With the installation of Puustelli 
furniture, ALLinclusive enables the orderly implementation of every aspect 
of the entire renovation. This means customised renovation solutions, the 
simplest and least disruptive implementation possible at a realistic price 
agreed beforehand. A price which includes all renovation materials and 
work. We can also apply for the financing for the whole kitchen reno-
vation on your behalf. The choice of monthly instalments and how you 
make them is up to you. The part of the work done eligible for tax credit 
is clearly notified separately once the renovation is completed.

Puustelli stores are not just any shops, but places where professionals 
specialising and trained in kitchen renovations work. They have years of 
experience and manage what can be done in each step starting from 
permit issues. Different steps in the process are scheduled in an orderly 
way, as dust-free as possible and with minimum disruption. You don’t 
need to be an expert, we are.

Welcome to Puustelli!

Many homes are probably currently planning to renovate their kitchen and could have a long list of improvements 

they want to make. However, the actual impulse to start renovation may be delayed if more more questions arise 

than answers to them. Puustelli is just for you since our comprehensive service extends from an individual kitchen 

concept to completing the entire renovation. You don’t need to be an expert, we are.
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Under the measures covered by 
our Natural Steps programme, 

the environmental impacts 
and emissions of each 

Puustelli kitchen are offset.

Even the darkest season of the year can be instantly dispelled once interior design professionals gather 
speed and get out the colour charts. Now there’s no shortage of ideas or colours, the amazing mood 
spreads everywhere the eye can see. 

Ecological Miinus furniture and its bioframes is as if cast amidst this colour brilliance. Even the display 
cabinet has been given a colourful backing. Superb surface extends from the worktop to the backboard. 

These happy expressions show that cooperation was spot on, resulting in a work of art.

GLOWING COLOURS

FRONT PANELS:  TP43V Classic • Oak veneer, straight grain • K49 Black

 TP60LA Elegant • Oak frame • K49 Black

HANDLES:  Pax-138 • Metal • Roster

FRAMES:  BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Statuario Venato

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Statuario Venato 

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Together, the ceramic worktop and backboard make the 
colour brilliance even more attractive. As the marble pattern 
gently glimmers, it calms the whole with its own serene pres-
ence.

 There are numerous pattern and colour alternatives for ce-
ramic worktops and backboards. Each item is unique.

2  LegraBox inside drawers enable the uniform row of base 
cupboard doors to be retained.

 
 LegraBox drawers come as standard in Puustelli kitchens. 

Modern design, elegant graphite grey and silent movement 
reflect their fundamental values. The accessories are avail-
able in several options.

NB!

If you don’t want 
your hands to smell 
of garlic, mix a dash 
of baking soda with 

water and wash 
your hands in it.

USEFUL TIP:
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”May I present the Puustelli Miinus kitchen, which has been custom designed for my family, taking into 
account our needs. At the same time, the production facilities have considered a very important issue 
and used only eco-friendly materials in the production process.” 

A raft of researched information is needed to make ecological furniture as well as the knowhow to get 
things right. All the unecological materials have been “minused” or eliminated from Puustelli Miinus 
kitchens. The carbon footprint calculations of the Miinus kitchen have been done one part at a time for 
the assumed lifetime of the entire kitchen.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

Puustelli stores use a smart 
program so that when the order 

is placed, the kitchen plan 
and equipment are included 
directly in  production for the 

required delivery week.

FRONT PANELS: TP43V Classic • Oak veneer, straight grain • K49 Black

 WS21LA Concept • Oak frame • K49 Black, Solid glass, clear

HANDLES: Milo-200 • Metal • Black

FRAMES: BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS:  MCS12 • Ceramic • Cava Pietra Grey

BACKBOARDS: Green glas

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   The frames of this Puustelli kitchen are biocomposite. The 
structure has been patented and is exceptionally durable. 
The doors, sides and ceiling panel of this display cabinet can 
be of glass. The frames are black stained oak. Backboards 
too are unnecessary.

 Thanks to good general lighting, no separate furniture light-
ing is needed. Less is More.

2  Furniture requires various door mechanisms to make daily 
routines easier. A lifting door  is raised vertically and does 
not get in the way.

 Here, household appliances are out of sight and protected 
from dust but can easily be moved to the worktop at the same 
height.

NB!

Banana peels can be 
used before composting. 

You can use them to 
polish the family silver 

or even formal shoes.

USEFUL TIP:
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Puustelli itself makes and 
surface treats all wooden 

products in its range.  
The harmony is reflected 
in a restrained concept.

KITCHEN WITH ALL RELISHES
Just think of everything that nature brings us! You can sense the smell  of wood just by looking at this 
kitchen with space and openness in every direction. 

Clean indoor air quality is highly important for all of us. There’s no risk of Puustelli furniture bringing 
indoor air -problems into the home or of being a health hazard. Puustelli furniture is made non-toxically 
by many skilled people.

FRONT PANELS: TP47V Classic • Oak veneer, straight grain • KM0 Oiled 

HANDLES: Milo-135 / Milo-200 • Metal • Black

FRAMES: 9C Oak • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  MSP30 • Granite • Black Satin

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   This wide multipurpose cupboard features folding doors. 
Folding doors require no extra space and two doors hinged 
together fold neatly to the side.

 Puustelli’s broad range of cupboard measurements also mean 
narrower cupboards can be fitted with a pair of folding 
doors.

2  The doors and frames in a Puustelli kitchen are colour com-
patible. Oak imitation melamine has been chosen as the 
frame of the oiled oak doors in these cabinets.

 We also make wood veneered frames from different species 
of wood. Wood veneers and solid wooden parts of various 
products in different colours make for a piece of furniture that 
can stand in pride of place. All surface treatments are non-
toxic and come in thousands of colours.

NB!

Moisten coffee filters 
before adding the 
ground coffee to 

prevent the filter from 
absorbing the aroma.

USEFUL TIP:
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The three children in this family set the pace in the parents’ everyday life, including high days and holi-
days. The joy peaks and the elation resounds when the family gets together around the kitchen island. 
When cooking, the kitchen is the place to exchange the day’s news, blow on wounds and celebrate 
successes. Multiplication tables are learnt and hard work done around the same table. Celebration 
dinners and children’s parties are also easy to organise in this kitchen.

The furniture in this luxury Puustelli Miinus kitchen has been made non-toxically and does not cause 
indoor air problems. The furniture is sustainable, lasting and the wooden surfaces are easy to care for 
should the need arise.

WELCOME

FRONT PANELS:  TP16P Pure • Oak veneer • K49 Black

 TP16LA Pure • Oak frame • K49 Black, Solid glass • Clear

HANDLES: Milo-295 • Metal • Black

FRAMES:  BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Naturali Statuarietto Matt

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Naturali Statuarietto Matt 

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
Designing Puustelli furniture 
is also responsible lifecycle 

planning. This is why it’s 
safe to manufacture, safe 
to use and also safe to 
dispose to dispose of.
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1   LegraBox drawers need no introduction. The best is quite 
simply the best.  The beauty is in the fittings and in the looks. 

 Puustelli drawers come in numerous heights enabling the 
design of practical solutions for home accessories. There’s 
one for every occasion. Numerous widths and depths stack 
up to hundreds of options.

2  The sunken apertures in the ceramic worktop for the sink, tap 
and cooktop have been made using laser technology. And 
naturally this all speeds up installation work. 

 The carefully finished work is easily noticed and further high-
lights quality.

NB!

A dishwashing 
brush stays fresh 

when you wash it in 
the dishwasher from 

time to time.

USEFUL TIP:
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Everyone cheers up when they see a slightly different ego inspired by a child peeking out from the refle-
ction. A safely built kitchen creates an ideal setting for doing things on your own  or pottering around 
together. Inviting, easy-to-clean surfaces and open space are not just for cooking and dining. 

You can sit around the same table continuing the merriment and wrapping up secrets for loved ones in 
packages each more beautiful than the previous one. All of which can be sealed with the most beautiful 
and most important phrase in the world: I love you!

OMG – I REALLY LOVE YOU

Puustelli furniture doors open 
and close silently.  
No restrainers are 
needed since the 

hinges feature soft-close 
integrated mechanisms.

FRONT PANELS:  TP47V / TP47P Classic • Oak veneer, straight grain • KM0 Oiled / K49 Black

 TP20SY Living Profil • Oak veneer, straight grain • KM0 Oiled

HANDLES:  Milo-200 • Metal • Black

FRAMES:  9C Oak / 2B Black • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Velvet Marble Calcatta

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Velvet Marble Calcatta

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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To separate the egg 
yolk from the white, 

simply break the 
egg into a funnel.

USEFUL TIP:

NB!

1   The ceramic worktop material is highly durable despite being 
just 6 mm or 12 mm thick. The worktop is extremely heat re-
sistant and the easy-to-care-for kitchen materials do not ab-
sorb greasy or acidic food.

 A ceramic worktop also excellently withstands heat, nor does 
it absorb grease or acid. Easy-care is also an important cri-
terion when choosing kitchen materials. This is one of the best.

2  It is not always possible to place the dishwasher at the ideal 
height ergonomically. 

 Home appliance manufacturers have developed an excellent 
solution to this problem. The lower rack rises gently to the 
height of the upper basket. This machine can be loaded and 
emptied without straining the back.
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This Puustelli kitchen, too, was 
delivered punctually, with 
everything carried inside. 

Delivery included everything 
needed, including home 

appliances, a sink and tap. 
The kitchen was ready in two days.

DID YOU KNOW?

Puustelli kitchens are completely different from mass-made kitchens in terms of materials and manufacturing methods. Our 
modern, non-toxic production makes inspiring Puustelli ensembles that can be designed for any home. Ergonomics play a key 
role in Puustelli’s TailorMade measurement concept to millimetre precision.

Leadership means compels us to do advance work in every sector in the industry. This is how our customers can benefit from 
the outcome of our work from the very first meeting with the salesperson. The quality of our overall service is in a class of its 
own and beyond compare. Ease of purchase is easy only once all the steps have been considered. Perhaps that explains why 
Puustelli kitchens have been Finland’s most popular kitchen brand for almost 40 years.

THE FEELING THAT  
- YOUR KITCHEN IS READY

DOORS:  PP60 Frame • Oak veneer • K49 Black

 TP20SY Living Profil • Oak veneer, straight grain • K49 Black / K50 White

HANDLES:  Ligo-35 • Metal • Brass

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Statuario Venato

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Statuario Venato

KITCHEN INFO
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1   The worktop thickness is just 12 mm. The same marble pat-
tern is repeated elegantly at a 6-mm thickness in the inter-
mediate space between the furniture, from where it reaches 
up behind open shelves. If required, the material can be also 
be used as the end panels in an island.

 Ceramic panels have a variety of purposes. Large worktop 
and wall surfaces are in harmony with each other to create 
an elegant ensemble.

2  These Puustelli open shelves are mainly solid oak. The black 
shade has been chosen to match the frame doors. Numerous 
sizes and colour options enable the furniture to be used for 
various purposes. 

 Besides oak, open shelves and furniture doors are available 
in a choice of  birch, with a variety of colour choices as can 
be seen from the sides of the kitchen island and wall shelves.

NB!

Sorting bio and general waste 
naturally in the kitchen.

Preferably if possible
biowaste in the top of sorting 

system, next to the sink
a number of suitably sized 

drawers for mixed waste

USEFUL TIP:
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Puustelli neither uses 
glues which have added 

formaldehyde nor uses surface 
finishes which require the 
addition of toxic solvents.

FRONT PANELS:  TP20 Living / TP20SY Living Profil • Oak veneer, straight grain • K0 Varnished

  TML87 Variant • Mdf+Mel • White Matt UV

HANDLES:  Mega-327 • Metal • Chrome

FRAMES:  9C Oak •  Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: CMP30 • Quartz • New Pure White

BACKBOARDS: DG96 • Visio glass • White

The deep furrows ingrained into the oak bark make you pensive. This work of art is quite a sight and 
hundreds of years in the making. Below the surface a charmingly beautiful wood is revealed that can 
only be admired. 

To ensure future generations can enjoy the same beauty, only wood from carefully managed forests is 
used in Puustelli furniture. The oak veneer in this kitchen has been radially sawn to give a slightly more 
streamlined surface pattern than traditional oak grain.

ON NATURE’S TERMS

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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To easily clean the 
darkened inside of a 

teapot, bring an equal 
amount of water and 

vinegar to the boil. Pour 
into the teapot and leave 

overnight. Rinse well 
before use.

1   The frames of the oak veneered door are made of solid oak 
into which a groove handle has been milled. 

 The door thickness is 23 mm, which ensures enough finger 
space to lightly open the door.

2  The top cupboard has a number of mechanisms to open the 
door. 

 The folding door opens upwards by gently lifting it, but an 
electrically operated version is also available.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:
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There’s a handy “lego 
platform” at the bottom of 
Puustelli sorting drawers.

The waste bins remain neatly 
in place. The drawer units 
come in numerous sizes.

What exudes warmth, is pleasant to touch and continues to improve with age? The answer is real wood, 
the living surface of which provides better noise insulation than a smooth surface. 

This oak kitchen is a delight to be in anytime, even before cockcrow. Those very own coffee and tea 
moments add a kick to the new day. While you won’t find any acorns in our oak kitchens, you will sense 
the atmosphere that only real wood creates, a feeling that you could put into words along the lines of: 
“Wow, that’s so neat.”

COCKCROW

FRONT PANELS:  TP47P Classic • Oak veneer • K0 Varnished

 TM40 Style • Mdf • R41 MattaBlack

HANDLES:  - - -

FRAMES:  9C Oak • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MDS20 • Quartz • Sirius

BACKBOARDS: - - -

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   What could be better than a whole wall full of storage space 
from floor to ceiling! 

 Puustelli kitchen cabinets make easy work of keeping things 
in order since not only can they be fitted out according to 
their use, but they also come in numerous frame heights, 
depths and widths. The narrowest Puustelli cabinets can 
squeeze into just 150 mm.

2  Technological advances meant that LegraBox drawers re-
placed traditional round-shape guide-track drawers in 2013. 
These novelties have been standard in every Puustelli kitchen 
since then.

 Numerous drawer dividers and width options, not to mention 
four different drawer depths mean freedom to design. There 
are already hundreds of Puustelli drawer units to choose from.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:

Puustelli frames can be equipped in countless 
ways and can be modified as required. Instead 
of a traditional outward-opening door, you can 

choose a folding door or a PocketDoor, which slides 
into a pocket at the side.
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HYGGE
Trends are not necessarily always associated with interior 

design. They can also be associated with a way of living.

The hygge trend originates in Denmark.  

The word may sound strange, but it really isn’t.

Hygge means a conscious quest for a sense of 

wellbeing to get through the long winter.

Finns have long been experiencing their own hygge  - sitting in a sauna.
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A Puustelli biocomposite grille is 
already integrated into household 
appliance furniture at the factory. 

This ensures adequate air circulation 
for the appliance, prevents impurities 

from getting into the indoor air 
and speeds up installation.

FRONT PANELS: PP22 Focus • Brushed pine venee • H25 Bird cherry

 PP22KA Focus Karelia / PP22RUK Focus Shaker mullion door, Solid glass • Clear

HANDLES: Rustica-121 / Rustica-50 • Metal • Pewter

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  SWF30 • BlockWood • Oak • PKM0 Oiled

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

TOUCH THE WOOD, 
FEEL THE SURFACE

Pines have withstood frosts and stormy winds through the years. These hardships are strongly reflected 
in the tree’s entire being. 

Brushing and staining a pine surface reawaken the wood grain to a new life and give it enchanting 
colours. The rougher the surface, the more interesting the tones of the pine surface become.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   The Puustelli modular table is already a classic. It blends into 
every space of the home. The frame is always made of solid 
wood, which is coloured based on the colour scale of the 
wood species chosen. 

 The front panel of the drawer can be chosen from the entire 
Puustelli range.

2  The shelves and worktops are solid wood. Why would they 
be anything else? The material brings cosiness and warmth 
to the whole. 

 The top is made in oiled or varnished form. The first option 
is intended as a worktop. The shelves and less exposed table 
surfaces may also be varnished.

NB!

Mäntysuopa, Finnish 
pine soap, is made from 

tall oil, a by-product 
of the wood processing 

industry.

USEFUL TIP:
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The Puustelli Miinus kitchen can be called the most ecological kitchen globally, a claim based on credentials. Its 
carbon footprint is up to half that of a conventional kitchen. The entire Miinus kitchen is in a completely different 
orbit and respects environmental values in terms of both materials and manufacturing methods. Many respected 
designers would agree.

The sides of the frames are not board, but a moulded biocomposite structure. Its advantages are exceptional. The 
light weight directly impacts the carbon footprint of transport. Moving and lifting furniture is much easier during in-
stallation. No frame material can match the durability since Puustelli’s biocomposite frame can easily withstand frost, 
the heat and soaking in water.

NOT GUILTY

FRONT PANELS:  TP22V Mood • Vertically brushed pine veneer • H49 Black

 WS21LA Concept • Birch frame • B49 Black, Solid glass • Clear

HANDLES: Vista-336 • Metal • Anthracite

FRAMES:  BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Seta Liquarice

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Seta Liquarice

The frame structures in a 
Puustelli Miinus kitchen are 

patented biocomposite, 
which has 100% resistance 
to water and an incredible 

formaldehyde rating of just 0%.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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Small, fresh birch leaves 
make a good seasoning 
for a summer salad or 
otherwise just on top of 
bread. Birch leaves are 

rich in vitamin C.

USEFUL TIP:
2

1   Since Miinus kitchens contain no particle board at all, the 
LegraBox drawers feature a bottom panel in chic gray stain-
ed Fosb. 

 We surface finish and fit easy-to-care for Fosb material as 
the bottom panel in each Miinus drawer. What luxury!

 

2  The sorting system for kitchen waste makes light work of this 
important job. The bio-containers can be placed in the top 
drawer so they are at an ergonomically suitable height. 

 Puustelli waste sorting systems come in numerous different 
widths and can be equipped for many different purposes.

NB!

1
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WABI-SABI
Wabi-sabi is neither for eating nor drinking. 

It’s a trend that suits everyone.

Wabi-sabi requires you to stop and take delight in the 

seemingly imperfect things in this world.

Imperfection is beautiful, very beautiful if you just open your eyes to it.

Old objects with their knocks and chips are without 

doubt part of today’s ecological approach.
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Also the wooden doors, 
wooden worktops and wood 

veneer surface frames, 
including detachable elements 

and colours of Puustelli 
kitchens are made toxic free.

FRONT PANELS: PP60 Frame • Birch veneer • B50 white 

HANDLES: Blade-180 • Metal • Matt brass / Ligo-35 • Metal • Brass 

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: CMP30 • Quartz • New Pure White 

BACKBOARDS: MP20 • Quartz • New Pure White

A spacious U-shaped kitchen allows for a variety of alternative designs. Top cupboards are not always 
needed. Carefully considered drawer solutions are a great alternative and a superb solution ergonomi-
cally.

Drawer unit linearity has been carefully retained since front panels of the same height have been cho-
sen for each unit. Inside drawers for cutlery and small goods help to keep everything neat and tidy.

The white birch furniture in this kitchen has been paired with household appliances in the same colour. 
Wood in natural shades here and there adds a splash of colour. It all looks so Scandi.

STYLE-CONSCIOUS KITCHEN

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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It’s worth saving 
the soft, tasty 
stems of herbs. 
They’re easy to 

make into a bouquet 
garni for cooking.

USEFUL TIP:

1   Like the peninsular, the Puustelli WoodX tabletop is in pride 
of place near the window. And what could be a nicer place 
to have breakfast and browse through the day’s news?

 
 The WoodX tabletop and legs shown here are in oiled solid 

oak. A range of other shades are available. The tabletop has 
a wood block structure.

2  The wooden shelves above the sink retain the kitchen style 
and spaciousness. At the same time, the oak pattern of the 
shelves brings warmth and harmony to the kitchen, as well 
as being a pleasure to behold. 

 All the same, the shelves are far from just decorative and are 
in practical everyday use. It’s easy to just take utensils from 
then when needed. 

NB!
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FRONT PANELS:  TP47P Classic • Birch veneer • B49 Black

 TME16P Story • Mel • 9C Oak  

HANDLES:  Ligo-35 • Metal • Black

FRAMES:  2B Black • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: TKM40 • HPL-laminate • Oak / MCS6 • Ceramic • Matte Marble Marquinia

BACKBOARDS: DG-97 • Visio glass • MattBlack

The backboard in Puustelli sink 
furniture has been lowered 
to make installation easier. 
This means the sink furniture 
remains intact and is neat 
also after plumbing work.

Kitchens transformed years ago from a humdrum area and have also conquered their share of the living 
room. And that’s fine with us because Puustelli furniture withstands quality comparison with any item of 
furniture. Our menu of materials, surface treatments and flexible furniture measurements are the widest 
in the realm, which means there’s no cause for concern on that score either. Besides which, our modern, 
flexible furniture production facilities ensure that the latest technology and the wood handicraft we retain 
are seen hand in hand in your kitchen, too.

So all is well in the realm!

HALF THE REALM

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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NB!

1   There are numerous laminate patterns in the Puustelli collec-
tion and worktops in three thicknesses. When used in kitch-
ens, laminate is an easy-care material. 

 The wood pattern in this kitchen strikingly looks like real oak. 
The worktop thickness is 40 mm and the edges are finished 
with an edgestrip replicating the surface.

2  LegraBox drawers don’t really need any introduction. They 
are so superior in quality, functionality and durability, let 
alone elegance. 

 Puustelli kitchens are of Premium quality, which is why 
LegraBox drawers come as standard. 

When you make 
fresh pasta, leave it 

to rest for a couple of 
minutes on top of a 

towel before cooking.

USEFUL TIP:
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The keys to Puustelli ergonomics:
Four base cabinet heights 
613, 715, 815, 918 mm
Four plinth leg heights 
min. 70 - max. 218 mm

Seven worktop thicknesses 
6, 12, 18, 20, 30, 38, 40 mm

FRONT PANELS: TP47P Classic • Birch special veneer • TB1 Lacquered / TL20 Power • Chromix White

 TP47V Classic • Birch special veneer • TB1 Lacquered • TBP37 Light Grey

HANDLES: Blade-340 • Metal • Roster

FRAMES: Hard Maple Champagne • Mel • PP edgeband / AL04 Gola • InoxLook

WORKTOPS:  TKM20S • HPL-laminate • Chromix White

BACKBOARDS: MLAMIN12 • HPL-laminate • Chromix White 

Breakfast is the most important meal of the day and gives impetus to the starting day. The depths of 
the Puustelli multipurpose cupboard reveal a pleasant workspace for morning chores. Easy-care stain-
less steel has been chosen for the surface of this cupboard and an LED strip provides suitable lighting 
without the glare. 

The semi-high Pocket Door mechanism allows the doors to slide to the sides out of the user’s way and 
to close silently. Full-height doors are also available. The modern frame open shelving at the end wall 
of the kitchen island varies in size and colour to suit every kitchen and adds the finishing touch to the 
Scandi kitchen mood.

GOOD START TO A GOOD DAY

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   There’s no longer any need to stretch deep into the cupboards 
since the iMove mechanism brings the accessories on the 
higher shelves to within easy reach. 

 Puustelli kitchen mechanisms are uniform in design and col-
our. Elegant graphite grey is the standard shade for mecha-
nisms and goes excellently will frames in all colours.

2  Puustelli’s Gola profile frames are designed for harmonious 
pull handles in a row of frames. Aluminium pull handles come 
in a choice of colours and no separate handle is required.

 The island top material is thin HPL. The same laminate has 
also been used in the doors the ends of the islands as well 
as the basin wall top and backboard. The laminate comes 
in a wide choice of colours.

NB!

Dill, parsley and 
chives are best kept 
in the refrigerator 

at +4C.

USEFUL TIP:
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Puustelli’s entire production 
facilities work on a prompt 

customer-oriented basis, which 
means we can make the latest 
trends in the furniture industry 

available to our customers 
several times a year.

Whether you’re purchasing kitchen furniture or furniture, durability and timelessness are important sus-
tainability values. Birch and laminate are both lasting materials and timeless in their choice of colours.

The furniture doors in this kitchen are made of black stained birch. The Aalto dining table and chair 
have black laminate surface. The light shades of the kitchen worktops and the elegantly patinated birch 
parts in the Aalto furniture blend in well with different materials. Ilmari Tapiovaara’s black Fanett chairs 
have also found their way into this stylish kitchen.

CONSIDERED AND RESTRAINED

FRONT PANELS:  TP19PEC Compact • Birch veneer • B49 Black

HANDLES:  Milo-391 • Metal • Black

FRAMES:  2B Black • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: TKM40 • HPL-laminate • Oak

BACKBOARDS: Painted

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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When you make 
fresh pasta, leave it 

to rest for a couple of 
minutes on top of a 

towel before cooking.

USEFUL TIP:

1    We make all wooden doors at our own factory. We make 
and give them a non-toxic surface treatment. There are nu-
merous colours to ensure the right shade for every home.

2  The laminate tops come in different thicknesses and numerous 
patterns. To facilitate installation work, we make the laminate 
worktop cut-outs, moisture protection and sink fixtures at the 
factory.

NB!

1

2
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Ergonomics, functionality 
and consistent furniture 
lines are at the heart 

of Puustelli TailorMade 
measurements.

FRONT PANELS:  TP47P Classic • Birch veneer • B50 White

HANDLES:  Milo-295 • Metal • Roster

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: SWF30 • BlockWood • Oak • PKM0 Oiled

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

No headlamp is needed in this house as the lighting is well taken care of. During the day, light floods 
in through doors and windows anyway. The customer’s carefully considered kitchen aspirations for a 
functional and bright kitchen became a reality with the help of a professional Puustelli designer. One 
could hardly wait for this delightful, practical kitchen concept to be completed. The scope of Puustelli’s 
design and ordering system is unique. After checking, this order too  was soon on its way straight from 
the seller’s workstation to the factory production system for the required delivery week. Part of the order 
continued its journey to household appliance, sink and tap suppliers.

SO TIMELESS AND 
BRIMMING WITH LIGHT

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Oiled solid oak is an excellent choice of material for a work-
top. The worktop is lasting and cooking and baking are 
pleasant pursuits at it. 

 From time to time, the wooden worktop needs a little oiling, 
but this is easily done with the wood oil supplied. In this 
kitchen, the wooden worktop has been created using blocks 
of wood.

 

2  A separate cabinet solution has been designed for each 
integrated fan to ensure the entire kitchen remains stream-
lined. 

 
In Puustelli furniture, the inside dimensions are carefully 
considered to maximise useful space.

NB!

Cauliflower remains 
snow white when 

cooking if you add 
a few spoonfuls 
of milk to the 
cooking water.

USEFUL TIP:
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The drawer units and 
mechanisms in Puustelli 

furniture are premium quality
They function silently 

and come in an elegant 
graphite grey colour.

FRONT PANELS:  TP47P Classic • Birch veneer • B49 Black

HANDLES:  Lungo-235 • Aluminum • Black

FRAMES:  2B Black • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MDS20 • Quartz • Soke

BACKBOARDS: MDS20 • Quartz • Soke

The compatibility of materials, patterns and colours is a job for professionals, as it is here in this Puustelli 
kitchen. The layering of the furniture and the different cabinet depths give the kitchen dimension and 
charm. The unique birch doors give the kitchen an elegant and coherent look. 

At the end wall of the peninsula is a Puustelli frame open shelf made of solid birch in which the same 
dark shade of the furniture is repeated. Our furniture lasts a lifetime, is made non-toxically and causes 
no indoor air quality problems. We consider it important that these charming young boys can play 
safely in their own home.

MAMMA MIA, 
WHAT A KITCHEN!

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Puustelli framed open shelving is made from birch and oak. 
There are hundreds of colours to choose from. Instead of 
veneered shelves, you can choose glass shelves and lighting. 
A bar rail is also possible.

 Framed  open shelving is on its own a piquant detail. A wide 
range of measurements harnesses it for many other uses, such 
as a bookshelf.

2  Carefully-finished Puustelli quality extends not only to furniture 
but also to all other materials in the kitchen, something which 
can be seen in the stylish outcome.

 Lasting, easy-care quartz has been chosen as the worktop 
material. The same material is repeated in the intermediate 
space. The pattern is sufficiently vibrant yet restrained and 
combines the whole into a harmonious concept.

NB!

The drain is not the 
right place to dispose 
of excess cooking fat. 
When cooled, the fat 

can be poured into the 
biowaste bin.

USEFUL TIP:
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FRONT PANELS: PP21 Concept • Birch veneer • B50 White

 PP21LA Concept • Birch frame • B50 White, Solid glass • Etched

HANDLES: Pinot-30 • Metal • Black

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  MSP30 • Granite • Grey Pearl

BACKBOARDS: - - - 

Talking about Finland’s national tree makes us feel like doffing our hats and standing up. The birch has 
most inspired Finland’s best-known architects from the past to the present. Durability is one of the key 
attributes of birch. A warm atmosphere exudes from the corners as this fine wood takes over the room.

HIGH IN THE BIRCH BOUGHS

Puustelli fixtures come with a 
10-year factory guarantee. 
Blum LegraBox drawers and 
Blum ClipTop and ClipTop 
Blumotion hinges have a 

30-year guarantee.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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If there’s room for a waste 
sorting drawer unit next 

to the sink, it’s a good 
idea to place the biowaste 

bin in the top drawer. 
Scrap food from the table 
can also be immediately 

put there where it belongs.

1   The wheeled modular table slides easily in and out. A solid 
wood structure is available in a choice of several wood spe-
cies. 

 Choices of material and colour make a difference. Furniture 
can be a serene, piquant detail or a solitary eye catcher.

2  Chrome wire shelving is an airy and hygienic solution also 
in china cabinets. 

 Glass shelving n the same cabinet also has its good points 
since items high up at the back are also highly visible.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:
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Puustelli laminate worktops 
are joined tightly to 
each other using a 

quality gentle moisture 
resistant glue mass.

There’s something quite delightful when birch and oak come boldly together in the same kitchen. Cook-
ing and even making porridge are plain sailing without headaches or dismay since the kitchen furniture 
gives off no hazardous toxic emissions into the air.

The golden tales of oak are part of the story of Puustelli furniture and cleanliness. WoodX furniture is 
made at our factory and given a safe gentle natural oil finish or stained with non-toxic surface finishes. 
We use Puustelli materials to make indoor furniture with the best indoor air rating.

WILD AND FREE

FRONT PANELS: TP47P Classic • Birch special veneer Wild Green • TB1 Varnished

 TML87 Variant • Mdf+Mel • Light Grey Matt, UV37

HANDLES: Milo-295 • Metal • Black

FRAMES: 9B Oak / 2B Black • Mel • PP edgeband 

WORKTOPS:  TKM40 • HPL-laminate • LightGrey Santuro

BACKBOARDS: DG97 • Visio glass • MattBlack

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1  A multifunction cabinet can be custom decorated and fitted 
out even for schoolchildren’s snacks. 

 Pocket doors can be slid neatly into the frame sides and be 
just as easily closed when the need arises. A wide range of 
sizes means cabinets also for small kitchens.

2  Kitchen furniture continues to look like regular room furniture 
and an open drawer unit is one of the outcomes of this de-
velopment. An open drawer unit has lightweight appearance 
and can be freely placed. 

 The open drawer unit is suitable not just for the kitchen but 
also for other areas in the home.

NB!

Basil and lemon 
balm are sensitive 
to the cold and are 
best kept at room 

temperature.

USEFUL TIP:
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White Puustelli frames are 
made of birch chipboard 
with a melamine surface. 
No-one else in the world 

makes this product, which is 
exclusive to Puustelli furniture.

There is no need to yearn for summer even though the calendar now says it’s autumn. In a Puustelli 
kitchen, summer lasts for ever since our clean, fresh furniture  manufacturing process does not result in 
indoor air problems. 

All you need for the presence of summer is a warm atmosphere and a good mood. Well, perhaps some 
flowers, too. Here at Puustelli, it’s already summer, come!

HERE SUMMER LASTS FOREVER

FRONT PANELS:  PP23 Softline • Birch veneer • B50 White

HANDLES:  Zara-155 • Metal • Matt nickel

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MSP30 • Granite • Black Satin

 SWF30 • BlockWood • PBO-X482, Dark brown birch, Varnished

BACKBOARDS: DG94 • Visio glass • MattWhite

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   The WoodX dining set in the Puustelli range is oiled solid oak 
made at our factory using the same safe manufacturing meth-
ods as for the solid worktops.

2  Birch can create many ambiances in the kitchen. The choice 
of colour shades add the finishing touch, which can range 
from tranquil white to dramatic black. 

 A solid tightly-grained birch surface is easy to keep clean as 
well. Just wipe a fresh stain with kitchen roll or a moisten a 
clean dishcloth in water with a neutral detergent. Dry the 
surface.

NB!

Store tomatoes at 
room temperature 
to ensure they best 

keep their aroma and 
sweetness.

USEFUL TIP:
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A kitchen without top cabinets is not a bad idea at all and there was no desire to hide the superb 
log walls in this home. Kitchen order and functionality often make drawer units a better option than 
top cabinets, especially if spatial design calls for this option. A harmonious row of drawer units with 
internal drawers allows for careful sorting of tableware, kitchenware and foods. It’s also a solution 
for storage and maintaining order. 

Thanks to the large window, natural light can flood deeper into this kitchen. Even so, general kitchen 
lighting and workspace lights are also needed.

MAYBE JUST A TOUCH MORE BLUE

Puustelli furniture has the best 
indoor air quality rating M1.

The furniture is safe and 
causes no irritation.

FRONT PANELS:  TP47V Classic • Birch special veneer • TBP73 Ocean

HANDLES: Retro-110 • Metal • Chrome

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: CMP30 • Quartz • Metropolis Beige

BACKBOARDS: CMP30 • Quartz • Metropolis Beige

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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Next time try 
marinating meat 
in beer. It’s mild 

but aromatic.

USEFUL TIP:

NB!

1  Over time, more light interior elements will also appear on 
the attractive log wall. These will not cover the wall but cont-
ribute to working in the kitchen inspired by one’s own in-
sights. 

 The cooker hood has been integrated into the kitchen work-
top so that the concept remains harmonious.

2   Quartz has proved to be a multipurpose and lasting material 
in any kitchen. The restrained shade chosen for the worktop 
links the entire space and has also been used as a backbo-
ard.

 The restrained shade of the quartz is an excellent choice with 
the fresh blueberry blue cabinet.
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FRONT PANELS:  PP21 Concept • Birch veneer • B50 White

HANDLES:  Retro-110 • Metal • Chrome

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:   SWF30 • BlockWood • Nut • PW0 Varnished

BACKBOARDS: Panel

ENCHANTING HIDEAWAY

Puustelli sink units have 
been designed to also take 

into account plumbing. 
A removable backboard speeds 
up installation and the furniture 
frame remains tidy and intact.

This enchanting home conceals incredibly beautiful rooms and details renovated with piety. Also the 
separate farmhouse kitchen was painstakingly renovated with deference to traditions. The choice of 
furniture materials and colours, together with surfaces and wallpaper are naturally important when 
modernising an old kitchen.

Puustelli’s designers are highly trained professionals and have studied the history of buildings. This has 
been translated into an elegant result in keeping with the spirit of the times. This building had no indoor 
air problems earlier and nor did any come with Puustelli furniture.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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Take a shopping bag 
with you when you go 
shopping. It’s a much 

cheaper and more 
ecological choice than a 

plastic carrier bag.

1   The impressive log wall and living room furniture that has 
been in use for years and found to be easy to care for have 
also defined the future. 

 The solid wooden table built from blocks is in a suitable col-
our and is in every way a successful choice for this kitchen.

2  This kitchen door as if chose itself since the old door was 
almost identical to the birch door in Puustelli’s collection and 
the colour, too, was confirmed immediately. 

 We make all our wooden doors ourselves. There are numer-
ous door models in different species of wood and when you 
add the choice of colours, there are thousands of doors to 
choose from. This is why the possibilities are endless and 
Puustelli is certain to have the right solution for different styles.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:
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BOKASHI
In rural areas, composting biowaste has been a traditional way 

to recycle food waste to create a nutrient-rich material for the 

vegetable patch. In the city, biowaste is usually collected in separate 

biowaste containers and taken for further processing.

It is important to do recycling right, wherever it is done. Food waste does not 

belong with general waste, which households accumulate far too much of. 

Recycling is a habit that we should embrace ourselves and teach our children.

With the Japanese bokashi method, you can even compost on Fifth 

Avenue. All you need is a couple of small bokashi bins and bran, 

daily emptying from one bin to another and removing the accumulated 

liquid. It’s not a good idea to throw away the liquid, since this is good 

nutrition for flowers. After a month, the nutrient rich soil is ready. 

Bokashi, to you and me!
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We use only glues 
free from added 

formaldehyde in all 
production at Puustelli.

Huh, what an exquisite kitchen, both internally and externally. There’s plenty of quality materials to 
choose from to create individual, lasting concepts. Amazing contrasts easily fit into the same kitchen 
when the designer knows his job and has the eye. Rough surfaces and delicate display cabinets are 
the best combination here, too. 

The benefits of the Puustelli Miinus kitchen include not just the aspects of ecology, sustainability and 
durability based on carbon footprint calculations but also self-maintained material surfaces as well as 
furniture modifiability.

EYES TO THE KITCHEN

FRONT PANELS:  TP28 Unique • Fosb • G0 Varnished, G49 Black / TP65 Format • B50 White, Solid glass, Clear

 LP15 Front • Birch frame • B1 Varnished, DG-96 • Visio glass • White

HANDLES:  Marcos-192 / Marcos-24 • Metal • Bronze

FRAMES:  BC10 • Bioc • Linen / BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Bianco Assoluto Matt / PKM30 • BlockWood • Birch • Oiled

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Of the many door materials in the Puustelli collection, Fosb 
has the roughest surface. We brush the door surface slightly 
during manufacture to make it even more vibrant. 

 As the name suggests, each Unique door in the FosbART 
collection is individual.

2  The unique frame structure made from biocomposite is the 
most ecological frame structure available for kitchen furni-
ture.

 The Puustelli bioframe has been in our collection since 2013. 
The product has since been patented and is made solely for 
Puustelli kitchens.

NB!

The Japanese Bokashi 
method means

you can compost 
biowaste in an

apartment, even on 
Fifth Avenue. 

Discover!

USEFUL TIP:
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This kitchen will remain buoyant until the end of its lifecycle. The mainstay of the kitchen frame is an 
ecological, light and extremely durable biocomposite structure. While we wouldn’t recommend it, the 
material can withstand diving and has been approved as a frame material for a number of buildings 
in areas prone to flooding.

The strength of this kitchen frame lies also in its unique modifiability. The biocomposite frame allows 
the frame to be transformed time and again for different purposes without having to remove or re-
place the frame itself. No other frame material could withstand such use. The biocomposite does not 
suffer from fatigue or cave in.

YELLOW SUBMARINE

FRONT PANELS: TP28 Unique • Brushed Fosb • GP52 Arctic White / GP78 Yellow

HANDLES: Vista-176 / Vista-336 • Metal • Anthracite

FRAMES:  BC10 • Bioc • Linen

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Cava Pietra Grey

 SWF30 • BlockWood • Birch • PBM0 Oiled

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Cava Pietra Grey

The Puustelli Miinus kitchen 
has a biocomposite frame 

structure, which is highly durable, 
modifiable and light to transport. 

The frame contains no 
formaldehyde and has 

been patented.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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USEFUL TIP:

Fold a newspaper into 
a sturdy bin liner to 

protect the biowaste bin. 
It’s ecological and keeps 
the smells under control.

1   A biocomposite frame is a contemporary detail, which can 
easily be kept in view. Numerous measurement options make 
it just as easy to design an open shelf for different purposes 
whether fixed to the wall or standing on the floor. 

 The shelf material is light-looking clear glass. Another option 
is FosbArt, with its numerous colours, which makes a more 
powerful statement.

 

2  We make our multipurpose cutting boards from bamboo. It’s 
a good idea to store the chopping board in the top drawer, 
where you can easily retrieve it or hide it away. 

 The plastic pads on the tabletop keep the chopping board 
firmly in place. Thanks to the board’s tongue and groove 
edge, it also fits neatly on top of the drawer.

NB!
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There’s no need to downplay the durability of FosbArt and stainless steel. You need to experience it 
yourself. The rugged FosbArt represents the industrial style, which the textured stainless steel ideally 
matches. An unbeatable combination that withstands life and time better than many passing trends. 
The visible oak pattern combines the whole into an attractive work and living space. The same shade 
of oak is repeated also inside the cabinets.

With this kitchen, it’s easy to exclaim: ”It takes everything, it suffers everything.” And then followed by 
”I do.”

A RELATIONSHIP THAT LASTS

We also make furniture frames 
from real wood veneer.

The wide choice of colours 
means the open kitchen furniture 
easily blends in with the other 

interior deco in the home.

FRONT PANELS: TP28 Unique • Brushed Fosb • GP45 Anthracite

HANDLES: Vista-176 • Metal • Anthracite

FRAMES: 9C Oak • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: Rst30 • Stainless steel

BACKBOARDS: Rst07 • Stainless steel

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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You can make dry 
bread oven fresh by 
putting it into the 

microwave with a drop 
of water in a container.

1   FOSB, Furniture Oriented Strand Board, is one of today’s 
trendiest furniture materials. 

 The material has been on our production menu for many 
years. Our non-toxic production process ensures that FosbArt 
products are also low-emission. Each door is unique and the 
light brings the surface to life.

2  The kitchen handles are in a shade of anthracite and blend 
in perfectly. The pull strip is really handy particularly when 
using integrated household appliances. 

 The handle-free part of the kitchen, with its cabinets and is-
lands, is a great idea.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:
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JAPANDI
Japandi is a collective term for a trend fusing Japanese and 

Scandinavian styles, which are surprisingly similar to each other. 

Both styles are built on a philosophy of naturalness, where 

wood and craftsmanship are prominently featured.

A minimalist, warm and cosy atmosphere is also common to both.
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GREEN LIGHT FOR AMBIENCE

DOORS:  PM16 Bravura • Mdf • N59 Sage

HANDLES:  Lounge-174 • Metal • Chrome / Ligo-35 • Metal • Chrome

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: TKM30 • Laminate • Chromix Silver

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

This kitchen has been conjured up with masses of cosiness. Atmospheric elements can be found in the 
furniture as well as in the interior design throughout the home, from floor to ceiling. The green colour of 
the furniture puts the finishing touch to the warm ambience of this attractive ensemble. There are clear-
ly rustic romantic characteristics.

Functionality and ergonomics are the most important parts of kitchen design but as we see here, con-
geniality can be taken into account at the same time. The joint design sessions between the customer 
and salesperson play an important role in reaching a practical and pleasing outcome. 

All wood surfaces are 
treated without toxic 
solvents in Puustelli’s 
production process.

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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NB!

1   Puustelli worktop furniture provides extra storage space in 
an impressive way. The glass cabinet reveals the contents, 
which makes it easy to find the tableware. Scissors, openers 
and other small kitchen gadgets are easily accessible in the 
small drawers.

 Worktop furniture comes in number of options and there is 
also a choice of different door opening mechanisms. Roll-up 
and folding doors extend to the tabletop. 

2  The drawer unit next to the sink conveniently stores the de-
tergents needed. The narrowest Puustelli drawer unit is 200 
mm and the widest 1200 mm. There are also four different 
depths.

 The Puustelli Medium 715 drawer unit alone has ten drawer 
dividers. All units feature silent, fully opening LegraBox draw-
ers as standard.

Cut tulip stems level not at 
an angle. Add one or two 
teaspoons of potato flour 
to the water to make the 

flowers last longer.

USEFUL TIP:
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A Puustelli water protection tray 
is installed under each household 

appliance with a water connection. 
Where the sink cabinet and 

dishwasher are next to each other, 
they share a water protection tray.

This family knows that there are other reasons than elegance and lasting materials to choose black. The 
spontaneous and at times fast-paced comings and goings of young people doesn’t matter since there’s 
no immediate need to rush to clear up after them.

A Puustelli kitchen is at the same time an offset kitchen. The carbon footprint originating from the manu-
facture of each Puustelli kitchen or individual item of furniture will be offset over time back to the envi-
ronment. Puustelli’s Natural Steps programme and concrete actions by different environmental actors 
will, among other things, result in planting forest saplings on wasteland.

BLACK OFFSET KITCHEN

FRONT PANELS:  TML87 Variant • MDF+Mel • Black Matt UV 

HANDLES:  Vista-160, VISTA-320 • Metal • Anthracite

FRAMES:  1M Diamond Grey /4J Carini Walnut • Mel • PP edgeband 

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Cava Pietra Grey

BACKBOARDS: MCS6 • Ceramic • Cava Pietra Grey

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Storage space literally from head to toe. The plinth drawer 
puts the last of the available space to good use. An excellent 
solution to store things you don’t necessarily need every day. 

 You don’t even need to bend down since the PushOut func-
tion opens the drawer with just a gentle touch of the foot to 
reveal the contents inside.

 

2  Puustelli’s multi-purpose cabinets can be harnessed for almost 
any purpose thanks to customisation.

 The doors to this cupboard open with a PocketDoor mecha-
nism. The doors swing gently to the sides of the frame, out 
of the way of their user. A mid-height mechanism is also pos-
sible.

NB!

When you take food out of 
the deep freezer to thaw, put it 
in the refrigerator first. The 

icy food cools the refrigerator 
and temporarily reduces the 

electricity bill, too.

USEFUL TIP:
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Doors and drawer unit 
fronts are packed separately 

in Puustelli deliveries
This ensures safe transport 

processing and speeds 
up installation work.

CHIC, THAT’S IT
Of all the interior design tricks, a white kitchen tempts you to do just this. There’s something so personal 
and arresting to come that it’s hard to put it into words. A kitchen is generally seldom renovated but 
when it is, it pays to really spend time on the design. Why skimp on the piquant details when you could 
have several? The sharp eye of a Puustelli designer will find the potential of any kitchen.

Perhaps good coffee will soon be percolating in this home once all the belongings have found their 
right place.

It’s all just so CHIC!

FRONT PANELS: TML87 Variant / TML874Y Variant Profil • Mdf+Mel • White Matt UV

 TM10 Preesens • Mdf • Painted, matt

HANDLES: Milo-200 • Metal • Black / Profil-4 • White

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Bianco Assoluto Matt

BACKBOARDS: DG-96 • Visio glass • White

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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If you’ve eaten food 
containing garlic, 
chew some parsley. 

You show consideration 
for your friends and 
get a dose of vitamin 
C into the bargain.

USEFUL TIP:

1   The PocketDoor mechanism in the multipurpose cupboard 
means the doors move conveniently to the sides. The 
doors can also be open top, which means the bottom part 
remains visible when the doors are closed. 

 This open drawer unit remains concealed behind the 
doors.

2  The thin white worktop ceramic is very lasting, almost 
scratch-resistant and easy to keep clean. The material is 
ideal also for the backboard in the intermediate space in 
the kitchen. 

 
 Since ceramic can also be reused and recycled, it is also 

an eco-friendly choice.

NB!
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FRONT PANELS:  TM40 Style • MDF • M350 Inkpen / TP47V Classic • Special veneer Santos • Varnished / 

 TAL60 Trend • Alu • Bronze

HANDLES: Wave-173 • Metal • Black 

FRAMES:  1A White /J4 Carini Walnut • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MCS12 • Ceramic • Bianco Assoluto Matt • SWS38 Wood • American Hazel

BACKBOARDS: Painting commissioned from the artist

Puustelli fitters are all 
real professionals. 

We give a 2-year factory 
guarantee for the Puustelli 
installation work they do.

Italian artist Leonardo Da Vinci’s paintings, including the world famous The Last Supper, still inspire 
centuries later. Inspired by the theme, Finnish painter Johanna Oras has conjured up the dazzling, 
stunning mural in this kitchen.

This spacious, open-plan kitchen coordinates perfectly with the artwork. There’s plenty of furniture 
and storage space. What better place for home activities, chilling with friends or discussing important 
work matters for the future?

ART SETTING

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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You can easily clean 
the limescale in a 

kettle or coffee maker 
by sprinkling a little 
baking soda into the 

water container.

USEFUL TIP:

1   The cabinets with glass doors behind the sizeable island give 
a sense of spaciousness and lighten the whole. He door 
frame is bonze-coloured aluminium.

 The dark top going around the island is of varnished solid 
wood and is useful when setting the table or using the cabi-
nets.

2  The harmony of this handleless kitchen is not shattered even 
though there are a few handles. From the usability aspect, 
it’s recommended that the doors of integrated household ap-
pliances have a sturdy handle. The benefit of this is readily 
seen with the daily use of dishwashers and refrigeration 
equipment.

NB!
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Puustelli furniture features numerous 
hinges for different purposes, 
but they all have one common 

denominator – Blum. The world’s 
leading manufacturer of high-
tech kitchen furniture fittings.

Even more light flows into this already light kitchen through the utility room next door. Since both rooms 
have a serene, matching appearance, the connecting door can easily be left open. Everyday advan-
tages include being able to appropriate extra space for kitchen activities when needed. What better 
than putting forest mushrooms and berries for freezing straight into the freezer in the utility room.

Sorting household waste can also partly be done in the utility room when it’s so conveniently located.

APPLAUSE FOR ONE’S OWN HOME

FRONT PANELS:  PM16 Bravura / PM16 LA • MDF • N1 White 

HANDLES:  Milo-135, Milo-295, Milo-391 • Metal • Roster

FRAMES:  White • Hard Maple Champagne • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: CMP30 • Quartz • Natural White

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Puustelli melamine frames are edge banded and finished into 
units at the production facilities. There are several frame 
colours and the same pattern is repeated inside the furniture.

 Puustelli furniture frames are also made using veneer from 
different tree species, with different surface treatments and 
a choice of thousands of colours. All frames have the best 
M1 indoor air rating. 

2  The kitchen worktops are of particularly lasting quartz, and 
nor does its restrained pattern disrupt the overall harmonious 
kitchen look.

 One of the best properties of a quartz worktop is that it’s 
easy to care for. Since the surface is not porous, it’s usually 
enough to just wipe it down with a dry or damp cloth.

Pastries keep fresher 
longer if you use 
honey instead of 

sugar as a sweetener.

USEFUL TIP:

NB!
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FRONT PANELS: TME60P Structure / Mel • White 

HANDLES: Edge-200,• Alu • Black

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  MSP30 • Granite • Stargate

BACKBOARDS: DG-99 • Visio-glass • Black

Laser technology can also 
be used to attach the edge 

banding of the doors, 
frames and worktops in 

Puustelli production.

The white furniture in this open-plan kitchen have been chosen to match the modern style of the home 
to which the granite worktops and glass topped household appliances add the finishing touch. The light 
wooden floor brings a touch of Scandi ambience to the whole.

The island also conjures up plenty of welcome extra storage and working space in this kitchen. Since 
nothing has been sunk into the island top, the entire large surface can be used. Baking and cooking 
are easy and there’s plenty of room for table setting.

SIMPLY THE BEST

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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Add a dash of cardamom to the 
ground coffee to add a special 

taste to everyday coffee breaks. 
The homely spicy fragrance takes 

over and puts everyone into a 
happy frame of mind.

1  Handles are surprisingly important in such a large kitchen, 
for reasons of functionality and style. 

 The black Edge handle chosen for this kitchen blends in per-
fectly with the whole.

2  The black glass in the gaps between the furniture speaks the 
same design language as the glass-topped household appli-
ances.

 It’s true that splashes will be visible in these glass surfaces 
as they will in other surfaces, but glass is also easy to clean.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:
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FRONT PANELS: TML87 Variant • Mdf+Mel • GraphiteGreyMatt UV / LightGreyMatt UV

 TAL60 Trend • Alu • Bronze, DG-07 • Solid glass, bronze

HANDLES: Edge-200 • Metal • Antique bronze

FRAMES: 4J Carini Walnut • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  TKM30 • Laminate • FlashBlack

BACKBOARDS: DG77 • Visio glass • Silver bronze

Puustelli’s coloured melamine 
frames are made from specially-

manufactured particleboard 
with an emissions rating of 
E0.5 and have a content of 
some 20% recycled wood.

So once you do get started, do it in earnest. It’s sometimes nice to surprise friends and relative for no 
particular reason. If spaces are designed to be quickly re-arranged, it’s easy to hold surprise parties. 
An easy-to-open additional worktop counter is excellent for laying out snacks on.

If  you feel the need to dim the lights as the evening goes on, Puustelli cabinets will illuminate the essen-
tials and the other lights can be switched off. Just roll the mat up and the dancing can begin!

EX TEMPORE

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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NB!

1   An additional worktop is a veritable HelpDesk. 

 There’s plenty of uncluttered space to help at arm’s length 
when cooking or place setting. The mechanism provides a 
solid base for other purposes as well.

2  The SmartLift sorting mechanism now also improves kitchen 
ergonomics as regards waste sorting. When you open the 
Puustelli waste sorting system, the waste bins rise to a suitable 
working height. 

 Puustelli has been heavily involved in the product develop-
ment of the SmartLift mechanism from the outset. This is why 
the mechanism is only available from Puustelli.

Don’t place flowers and 
fruit near each other. 
Fruit emits ethylene, 
which reduces the vase 

life of flowers.

USEFUL TIP:
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The restrained colour scheme of this home leaves room for variation in the design since floor, wall and 
furniture are neutral in tone. Nature adds its own contribution to this light home through the windows as 
the seasons change. How invigorating.

A practical island always makes a statement as it does in this kitchen and here, it maximises storage 
space. Some of the household appliances have also been placed on the island, but this does not detract 
from the rest of the interior design. 

FROM EVERYDAY LIFE TO  
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Sorting waste is the first step 
in responsibility in household 

chores. It’s easy to adopt 
recycling so long as there 
are enough sorting bins.

FRONT PANELS: TML87 Variant • MDF + Mel • Stone Grey Matt UV

HANDLES: Noma-200 • Metal • Stainless steel

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  TKM20S • HPL • Chromix White

BACKBOARDS: TKM20S • HPL • Chromix White

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   Puustelli High-913 mm has been chosen as the frame size for 
the island furniture and on the other side the furniture frame 
depth is as much as 700 mm. The island’s ergonomics have 
been taken into account by lowering the plinth. 

 The entire kitchen features plenty of storage space since floor 
to ceiling furniture maximises use of space.

2  The harmonious, restrained colour scheme is also maintained 
in the gaps since the same laminate has been used as a 
splash board near the sink. 

 The pattern of the easy-care HPL worktop looks very much 
like concrete. Laminate worktops are highly durable and de-
signed for kitchen use. 

NB!

Roses need a lot of 
fresh water every 
day. Cut the stem 

diagonally and add 
a sugar lump to the 
water. The roses then 

delight for longer.

USEFUL TIP:
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Little Berra and his family have moved into a meticulously renovated home, where his needs, too, have 
been considered. That’s why kitchen surfaces are easy to care for, right down to the floor.

Puustelli kitchen furniture has also been tailored exactly for this 1950s house. Everything went smoothly 
since TailorMade measurements enabled each individual solution. Puustelli measurement flexes in three 
directions and those measurements  that comply with quality, safety and durability requirements can 
be implemented.

HI, I’M BERRA

Puustelli sellers are 
professionals who have 
studied design and the 
materials. In addition to 

this, they have completed 
comprehensive refurbishment 

competence training.

FRONT PANELS:  TM10 Preesens • Mdf • WN00 White

 TM10LA Preesens • Mdf • WN00 White, Solid glass, Clear

HANDLES: Leila-149 • Metal • Chrome

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MSP30 • Granite • Black / RST30 • Stainless steel

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   The Puustelli concept is built around perfected details.  Fur-
niture into which household appliances have been integrated 
are made specifically for each appliance and also feature a 
factory-fitted integrated ventilation grille. Puustelli biocom-
posite grilles ensure household appliances have sufficient air 
circulation and that no hazardous emissions escape into the 
indoor air. Besides which, this speeds up installation, since 
the furniture needs no machining.

2  It’s said that diamonds are for ever. Stainless steel is also long 
lasting and considerably more practical and easier to care 
for than diamonds in the kitchen. 

 Perhaps stainless steel is also for ever since it can be recycled 
time and again.

NB!

USEFUL TIP:

Put a few grains of 
rice into the salt cellar 

to prevent the salt 
from clumping.
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Puustelli furniture is delivered 
straight to your door in just 
one delivery, without interim 
unloading and reloading.

Even the slightest notation on a score is relevant as a whole to the composer. When a musician gets his 
hands on a composition, the notes come to life and the melody takes on a fascinating personal interpre-
tation. The mysterious power of music puts us all in a good mood and makes us feel better.

This kitchen is the domain of a musical family and this personal kitchen interpretation was tuned just for 
them. Puustelli’s designer really enjoyed working with them. 

THE JOY OF MUSIC

FRONT PANELS: PM40 Pigment • Mdf • N2 Grey

 PM40LA Pigment • Mdf • N2 Grey

HANDLES: Zara-156 • Metal • Matt nickel

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  CMP30 • Quartz • Carrara Quartz

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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NB!

1   Treasured family glass heirlooms are given pride of place in 
a row of bright display cabinets The glassware can be ad-
mired is protected from dust. 

 Thanks to the Puustelli TailorMade measurements, the clean 
lines of the kitchen furniture are retained on this wall from 
one piece of furniture to the next.

2  The solid birch cutlery tray has been protected with gentle 
natural oil to make it dirt repellent and to prevent it from dry-
ing out. Even so, it won’t stain kitchen utensils. The treatment 
can easily be renewed over the years.

USEFUL TIP:

Remove food stuck to a pan by 
heating up in it a mixture of two 
parts vinegar and one part water. 
Add a teaspoonful of salt to the 

solution and leave to stand overnight 
before rinsing.
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Puustelli drawer units also come 
with an option of 700 mm depth. 

This is an excellent solution 
for a kitchen island and 

significantly increases storage 
and working space.

AMAZING NATURE
Even though not everything has found its right place, harmony prevails in this kitchen. 

The designer of the door pattern drew inspiration from the nuanced blackish-brown colouring of a young 
western marsh harrier. The  restrained design patterns add a touch of dignity to the entire kitchen. Each 
bird is both intriguingly different and stunningly beautiful. The same goes for us humans.

FRONT PANELS:  TME60P Structure • Mel • Circus Aeruginosus

 LP15 Front • Oak frame • K49 Black, DG-96 Visio glass • White

HANDLES:  Lungo-235 • Aluminum • Black

FRAMES:  4J Carini Walnut • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: MPS30 • Granite • Black Satin

BACKBOARDS: 4J Carini Walnut • Mel

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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1   At Puustelli, real wood and glass come in numerous shades 
to make it easy to choose the right combination for your 
doors or draw unit front panels. 

 Both materials can also be reused and recycled.

2  The pantry cabinet is fitted with chromed wire shelves, to 
provide the sturdiness required in wide furniture. 

 The great thing about Puustelli TailorMade measurement is 
that it includes ergonomics, practicality and durability in the 
same package.

NB!

Meat and fish are 
best stored at 0°C 

(32°F) in the storage 
box in the lower 

part of the fridge.

USEFUL TIP:
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A colourless plastic moulding 
protects the bottom edge of 
the Puustelli plinth to make 
it easier to clean the floor. 

FRONT PANELS: TME60V Structure • Mel • Light Stripe

HANDLES: Knob • Brushed metal

FRAMES:  1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS: TKM40 • HPL-laminate • Ice Quarstone

BACKBOARDS: DG-94 • Visio glass • Matt White

The doors in this kitchen sport an interesting, grey horizontal pattern. The genuine aluminium edge of 
the doors punctuate the appearance of the entire kitchen. Shiny designer handles and the shiny tile 
floor bring the symphony of matte-finish doors to life. The striking cooker hood plays a solo of its own.

GREY IS NOT A COMPROMISE

DID YOU KNOW?KITCHEN INFO
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In many Asian 
countries, lemon balm 
is a herb of wellbeing 
and joy. And that’s 
what it is, since its 

fragrance also repels 
mosquitoes.

USEFUL TIP:

1   The magnificent Lastu dining table and chairs designed for 
Puustelli by designer Ilkka Suppanen showcase Finnish crafts-
manship at its best. 

 This timeless range of furniture comes in a variety of sizes 
and materials.

2  The streamlined design of the structural doors is  elegant both 
in its horizontal and vertical pattern. 

 Melamine-coated structural surfaces are palpable and yet 
so easy to clean.

NB!
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Years ago, the kitchen took a flying leap out 
of its own bunker into lighter waters only to 
go mainstream. Open space design, incor-
porating the kitchen as part of the living 
area, is here to stay. At Puustelli, we call this 
concept the Place to Be  - precisely because 
of its permanence.

When renovating a kitchen or building a 
new one, it’s worthwhile remembering the 
kitchen’s most important function even after 
the leap. And that’s cooking. A kitchen still 
needs to be practical, ergonomic and have 
everything you would expect of a kitchen. 
There is still a need for worktops and a food 
preparation area. Likewise, enough drawer 
units and other storage space for contain-

ers and utensils are required. Then space is 
needed for the groceries themselves. Now 
as earlier, there’s the kitchen waste to deal 
with and so sorting bins must also be avail-
able. Energy efficiency is the most important 
criterion when choosing household appli-
ances. Open space design underscores the 
importance of silence and efficiency. An in-
tegrated household appliance harmonises 
the whole.

The following floor plans provide some hints 
as to what a kitchen might look like. These 
triangles show the so-called golden triangle 
of kitchen layout, which provides unobstruct-
ed access between the three areas of great-
est activity: the stove, sink and refrigerator.

Puustelli kitchen designers are professionals 
and will ensure functionality in the best pos-
sible way. A Puustelli kitchen design writes 
all your requirements down the first time you 
meet them. When considering kitchen ergo-
nomics at the latest, it’s also a good idea for 
the head chef to make himself known. Dis-
cussing as many things as possible together 
ensures a successful outcome.

No matter where the kitchen is located in 
any home, it is important to ensure that it is 
safe to cook and pleasant to work in. We 
can create a kitchen like that for you. It will 
become a brilliant Place to Be.

GOOD

TO BEPLACE
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LAYOUT TRIANGLES

I
KITCHEN

II
KITCHEN

L
KITCHEN

U
KITCHEN

ISLAND 
KITCHEN

NIEMEKE 
KITCHEN

I-KITCHEN is often the only option for a small home, but it 
is also an option in an open kitchen. Efficient functionality, 
where the refrigerator, stove and sink are in close proximity. 
Enough working space is a must for functionality.

II-KITCHEN is the choice of many professionals. The space of 
opposite walls is used to maximum efficiency. Generous food 
preparation area on both sides makes for efficient working.

L-KITCHEN is a superb solution for a mid-size kitchen. Ef-
ficient access to a corner cabinet adds to the kitchen storage 
space. The efficient triangle and the kitchen island solution 
work well and there’s still place for the dining set.

U-KITCHEN is a great kitchen design in a large, open 
space. To retain functionality, fixtures on opposite walls 
should be 1300 mm apart. The dining set blends in well 
with this practical concept.

ISLAND KITCHEN is both a space divider and combiner. 
Materials and colours can be used to highlight coherence. 
An open space is inviting for family chefs and all their 
friends.

NIEMEKE KITCHEN is ideal for a small kitchen island 
solution. Storage space and a food preparation area also 
improve functionality.
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Our research journey in pursuit of 

the Puustelli Miinus kitchen started 

back in 2008. Right from the outset, 

it was clear that the process would 

be long and challenging.

Environmental issues are often 

just there, we wanted to act. We 

wanted to know whether we had 

already turned all the cornerstones 

in our own actions. In other words, 

how to make kitchens as eco-friend-

ly as possible, taking into account 

the entire lifecycle of the kitchen.

Many questions arose and cal-

culating a kitchen’s carbon footprint 

proved to be one of the most diffi-

cult tasks from the very outset since 

nothing similar had earlier been 

done in the furniture industry.

We needed the help of research-

ers and experts in various fields to 

create multi-dimensional tables, to 

make complex carbon footprint cal-

culations, to perform independent 

tests of prototypes and to provide 

us with statements and guidance for 

the next stage of development.

Having answered one question, 

additional questions arose. And we 

only got answers to these after pro-

totypes, long-term tests, research re-

sults, and multi-stage carbon foot-

print calculations and complete 

kitchen comparisons. Time-consum-

ing processes had to be repeat-

ed time and again, and this was 

a unique journey for the entire re-

search community.

We reduced materials that were 

unsuitable for an ecological kitch-

en according to the results and re-

placed the remaining ones with 

better ones. All the same, the ruth-

less feedback from carbon footprint 

calculations repeatedly focused on 

the most common kitchen materials: 

MDF, particleboard, as well as mel-

amine and laminate surfaces. We 

were not discouraged but began 

years of work which resulted in a 

biocomposite frame. It is the most 

ecological and cleanest frame ma-

terial and has a 0% formaldehyde 

content.

Today, the Miinus kitchen has 

been selected for significant con-

struction projects promoting eco-

values not just in Finland but also in 

many other countries. 

THE BEGINNINGS 
OF THE MIINUS KITCHEN

ECOLOGICAL 
KITCHEN
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SUSTAINABLE
KITCHEN

EVERY DETAIL HAS 
BEEN SELECTED 
ON SUSTAINABLE 
GROUNDS
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SUPER DURABLE 

THE WATERPROOF
BIOFRAME IS

REVOLUTIONARY

63 % LESS MATERIAL

INNOVATIVE
BIOFRAME
DOES NOT CONTAIN
FORMALDEHYDE

RESPONSIBILITY

MATERIAL
WASTE
WEIGHT
IMPACT

MIINUS - SINCE 2013

LOW CARBON 
FOOTPRINT
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PuustelliMIINUS

PUUSTELLI IDEA BOOK

FRONT PANELS: TP68 M-Format • Special Birch Veneer • TB50 White

HANDLES: PushOut function

FRAMES: BC90 • Bioc • Lava

WORKTOPS:  MCS6 • Ceramic • Bianco Assoluto Matt

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

FACT

The Miinus-kitchen is a kitchen of principle and 

sticks strictly to them. The Miinus kitchen anticipates and 

reflects the future with megatrends in sight.

The ecological Miinus kitchen’s value base rests on re-

specting the environment. The materials from which Mii-

nus products are made are also chosen on this basis. 

There’s no guesswork involved, just facts based on re-

search results and carbon footprint calculations.

Before development work on a new product even gets 

properly underway, we question the overall necessity of 

the product. As a rule, changing trends or mere desire 

are not a sufficient reason to go ahead with the product. 

“Less is More.”

Puustelli’s production is toxic free, which means choices 

of material are in line with the same principle. The manu-

facture of each product progresses in accordance with 

Miinus values.

The Puustelli Miinus kitchen is the innovation of the cen-

tury. It’s a completely innovative furniture system, which 

has been patented.

Under Puustelli’s Natural Steps programme, we work with 

various environmental actors to offset over time the car-

bon footprint we create in furniture production.

Miinus kitchens are available 

exclusively from Puustelli.

ECOLOGICAL 
KITCHEN
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1   Carbon footprint calculations means that no tradi-
tional board materials such as MDF or chipboard or mela-
mine or laminate surfaces may be used in Miinus kitchen 
door materials. Wood, veneer and Fosb (Furniture Oriented 
Strand Board) are the main door materials.

2  The bioframes in a Miinus kitchen are the most in-
novative invention for decades in the entire furniture indus-
try. The mainstay of the ecological frame is a bioframe, 
which is made as a single component by injection mould-
ing. The structure is very durable. This open shelving unit 
can be modified into cabinets without removing it.
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PuustelliFRESH

11
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FRONT PANELS: TML87 Variant • MDF + Mel • Cashmere Matt UV • Laser banding

HANDLES: Swing-166 • Metal • Satin Brass

FRAMES: BC10 • Bioc • Grey • Bioside White

WORKTOPS:  MGS18 • Quartz • Super White

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

Hybridi is here. Being a leader requires us to de-

velop increasingly more ecological and cleaner mate-

rials and implementation options. Puustelli’s innovative 

biocomposite has now been added to the range of 

materials in our sanitation facilities.

Puustelli Hybridi furniture means using an innovative Hy-

bridi frame in combination with our other well-known 

Fresh materials and products.

The load-bearing components of the Puustelli Hybridi 

frame have been made from biocomposite. They are 

fully water resistant. Advanced biocomposite also out-

performs all other frame materials in cleanliness since it 

contains even less formaldehyde – 0% to be precise.

The bioframes and biosides of Hybridi frames are made 

from natural fibres and polypropylene by injection mould-

ing. Puustelli’s patented bioframe is a very durable, rigid, 

precision-measured material, which can be completely 

re-used and recycled.

Hybridi sink cabinets have an advanced structure and 

in the event of any water damage, the plumbing is also 

easily accessible. Thanks to flexible dimensions, Hybridi 

furniture lends itself to large and small sanitation facilities. 

Discover Puustelli’s sanitation furniture in our stores.

Hybridi furniture is available 

exclusively from Puustelli.

SANITATION 
FACILITIES

FACT
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1   The durability of Hybridi frames is in a class of its 
own. The door opens to reveal elegant, innovative biofra-
mes and silent LegraBox drawers with bottom panels. The 
different materials come in various shades of grey to crea-
te a stylish whole. A modern, white restrained bioside em-
bellishes the look.

2  Variant doors feature an unusual material. A Mel co-
lour film has been pressed onto the surface of the MDF 
panel, which is finished with a UV varnish to protect and 
strengthen the surface. The door is laser banded, which 
means no adhesive is required and the seam is almost in-
visible. The doors come in a choice of colour shades.
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FRONT PANELS: TML87 Variant • MDF + Mel • White Matt UV • Laser banding

HANDLES: PushOut function

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  MDS20 • Quartz • Sirius

BACKBOARDS: Tiled

FACT

The utility room has remained a distinctly separate 

space, even though the kitchen transformed to an add-

on to the living room in its day.

Laundry, in particular, generally accumulates in the util-

ity room, waiting for something to happen. Furniture is 

needed to keep things neat and tidy, and appliances 

are need to make things happen. After washing, laun-

dry usually needs to be ironed, put through a mangle, 

folded and stored. Compatible furniture and appliances 

are needed to smooth the laundry process.

Laundry requires quite a large amount of storage. The 

household appliances also need their own space. A 

range of furniture in various sizes is needed.

When designing a utility room to meet a family’s own 

needs, it’s important to take into account pet paws from 

laundry washing to storage. Seasonal accessories also 

need storage space. Christmas decorations, swimming 

gear, juicers and mushrooming baskets need to be put 

somewhere. It would also be a luxury to just open a 

drawer and add a dab of polish to the dress shoes.

It’s a bright idea to also taking the sorting of cardboard 

packaging, newspapers, plastics metal and glass into 

account when designing the utility room. Things are kept 

in much better order.

Puustelli has ergonomic solutions.

UTILITY 
ROOMS
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1   Variant doors feature an unusual material. A Mel colour 
film has been pressed onto the surface of the MDF panel, 
which is finished with a UV varnish to protect and strength-
en the surface. The door is laser banded, which means no 
adhesive is required and the seam is almost invisible. The 
doors come in a choice of colour shades.

2  Mel frames are ready-assembled units with banding 
throughout. Silently moving, elegant grey LegraBox drawers 
come as standard. There are no unnecessary holes or 
mounting fittings and the whole thing is neat. A choice of 
melamine patterns is available.
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PuustelliROOMY

1
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FRONT PANELS: TMU10 Effect • MDF • WN00 • White

HANDLES: Ligo-35 • Metal • Black

FRAMES: 1A White • Mel • PP edgeband

WORKTOPS:  TKM30 • Laminate • Vicensa Oak

BACKBOARDS: -

FACT

Puustelli’s Roomy furniture storage systems 

keep everything in order. They come in a choice of pre-

cision-designed concepts or alternatively the measure-

ments and materials of each unit can be customised. 

Furniture storage systems can be fitted to suit their pur-

pose for utility rooms, hallway, bedrooms or even for 

home offices.

Puustelli Basic provides total solutions, with predesigned 

content and materials. It’s much easier to choose too, 

as long as the measurements match.

Puustelli Original includes flexible measurements, materi-

als and equipment, which makes it an excellent choice 

also for Puustelli kitchens, which otherwise feature the 

same luxurious LegraBox drawers as standard. 

FM sliding door storage systems allow wide door sizes. 

The door frames are aluminium which also serve as el-

egant handles. FinnMirror makes these sliding door stor-

age systems for us from Puustelli materials. 

In addition to traditional hinges and sliding doors, a 

range of different door mechanisms is available for indi-

vidual Puustelli storage units. For example, folding doors 

open to the side, whereas the PocketDoor mechanism 

guides doors to a pocket at the side of the cupboard.

Clothes and belongings are easier to keep in order if 

the purpose of the storage system is known beforehand.

Tidiness by room – from Puustelli.

FURNITURE 
STORAGE SYSTEMS
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1   Hallways stay neat and tidy when the purpose of each cab-

inet has been considered beforehand. Multipurpose drawer 

units mean gloves, woollen hats and slippers are easy to find. 

Maximum efficiency is included as the 700 mm deep drawer 

unit frame leaves room for just a bit of seating space. It’s much 

easier to tie up trainers when there’s somewhere to sit down.

2  Bedrooms come in different sizes, which is why different 

storage solutions are needed. It’s important to plan the contents 

of the cupboard and the doors, too. Sliding doors are an excel-

lent choice for cupboards, especially if use of the cupboard 

could be inconvenient because of opening doors. A bed corner 

of other item of furniture is no longer necessarily in the way. 
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TAILOR MADE

LINE MEASUREMENT

Total height

DRAWER UNIT FRAME DEPTHS: 330 • 450 • 570 • 700 

DRAWER UNIT FRAME WIDTHS: 200 • 300 • 400 • 450 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200

NB!

Puustelli’s multipurpose 
drawer units 

enable hundreds of 
different furniture 

combinations.

NB!

LegaBox drawers 
are standard at 

Puustelli.

MULTIPURPOSE DRAWER UNIT FRAME DEPTHS: 330 • 450 • 570 • 700

MULTIPURPOSE DRAWER UNIT FRAME WIDTHS: 200 • 300 • 400 • 450 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200
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Default*

SL = sisälaatikot

WALL CABINET FRAME HEIGHTS • DEPTHS • WIDTHS

BASE CABINET FRAME HEIGHTS BASE CABINET FRAME DEPTHS

FRAME WIDTHS: 150 • 200 • 300 • 400 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200 • TAILOR MADE: 150 - 1200FRAME DEPTHS: 250 • 330 • 450 • TAILOR MADE: 250 - 450

EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPURPOSE DRAWER UNITS

PuustelliORIGINAL
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CUPBOARD FRAME DEPTHS:  330 • 450 • 570 • 600 • TAILOR MADE: 250 - 600

STAND FRAME DEPTHS:  330 • 450 • TAILOR MADE: 250 - 450

BASE CABINET FRAME DEPTHS:   330 • 450 • 570 • 600 • 700 • TAILOR MADE: 250 - 700

CUPBOARD FRAME WIDTHS:  150 • 200 • 300 • 350 • 400 • 450 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200 • TAILOR MADE: 150 - 1200

STAND FRAME WIDTHS:  150 • 200 • 300 • 400 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200 • TAILOR MADE: 150 - 1200

BASE CABINET FRAME WIDTHS: 150 • 200 • 300 • 350 • 400 • 450 • 500 • 600 • 700 • 800 • 900 • 1000 • 1200 • TAILOR MADE: 150 - 1200

160
Default*

Total height

READY LINE MEASUREMENTS FOR WALL CABINETS AND CUPBOARDS

NB!

Pocket door 
mechanism is an 

option for Puustelli 
cupboards.

NB!

The height of 
stands varies 

depending on the 
stand thickness 

and line heights.

Total height

Mechanisms prevent measurement changes.

160
Default*

160
Default*

BASE CABINET PLINTH HEIGHTS AND ADJUSTMENT ROOM WORKTOP MATERIAL THICKNESSES

BASE CABINET FRAME WIDTHS 1-DOOR 2-DOOR

NB!

In Puustelli furniture 
with two doors, the 

door widths are 
identical.

EXAMPLES OF PUUSTELLI LINE MEASUREMENTS
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THE PUUSTELLI STORY

In the village of Merstola in the parish of Harjavalta in the 

1920s. Finland was still very much an agricultural coun-

try and the company of Harjavalta Osakeyhtiö had been 

recently founded to make threshing machines and various 

wooden products. Building its own sawmill and focusing on 

the production of sawn timber and timber goods became the 

company’s real cornerstone. In those days, strange things 

were abroad in the world. An Austrian architect, Margarete 

Schütte-Lihotzky, designed the Frankfurt kitchen in 1926. This 

was the first kitchen meeting the requirements of the day 

where everything needed was within easy reach. Particu-

lar attention had been given to kitchen design. Perhaps this 

triggered the interest of the construction industry in kitchens, 

since the kitchen was largely factory-made.

The early years of the decade saw strong industrial decline. 

There was price dumping in the wood industry and inter-

national trade began to wane at the same time. However, 

the recession didn’t last long and Finland’s internationalising 

competitiveness was momentarily helped by a devaluation 

of the Finnish markka. Forests were felled, the soil was cul-

tivated and horses hauled. No-one expected war and the 

end of the decade mixed up many lives. In many ways, the 

time was one of survival for Finland. Family tragedies were 

shared an affected everyone. With its plays and hit songs, 

the radio became an important medium to help people cope 

with everyday life.

Marked the starting point in the industrialisation of Finland. 

People at Harjavalta also rolled up their sleeves and set to 

work building a new factory. The lines manufactured doors 

and windows, some of which went to the Soviet Union as 

war reparations. Quality and delivery accuracy made an 

impact and more orders were received. Word began to 

spread, many came to ask for a job when they saw the fac-

tory smokestack and many stayed there and then. Locals 

just spoke of the joint stock company, since Harjavalta was 

such a well-known company and employer. In the mid-1940s, 

Maiju Gebhard, a home economics teacher, developed an 

innovative drying cupboard for the Finnish kitchen.

The time of shortages can be considered as having ended 

and coffee was no longer rationed. Finland is still very much 

an agricultural country, but urbanisation and industrialisation 

are gaining strength. International eyes were on Finland with 

the 1952 Olympic Games in Helsinki and Finland received 

even more attention when Armi Kuusela was crowned Miss 

Universe. In those days, music, fashion and ideals began to 

flow into the country. The joint stock company geared up 

seriously for industrial production. As Harjavalta quality was 

tightened, demand for doors and windows grew. The range 

of products usually depended on the demand. Everything 

was down by hand, skilful hands.

In the 1960s, Harjavalta’s factory began increasingly to 

focus on joinery and high-end products. Harjavalta quality 

was increasingly in demand for doors, windows and furni-

ture for demanding public buildings including the University 

of Helsinki Hospital, Finland Hall, Helsinki City Theatre and 

many other projects.

Export channels opened and a start was made on making 

wooden interior doors under the Carl Larsson name for Swe-

den. Everything went. The quality criteria of the doors were 

unprecedentedly high and out joiners on the production side 

honed their skills to perfection. Quality creates demand, 

whether for garage doors or park benches.

THE PUUSTELLI STORY BEGINS

TIME OF UPHEAVAL

END OF THE WARS 

INTERNATIONAL PULSES

HARJAVALTA QUALITY
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1920

2020

Artist’s view in the 1960s.
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The factory’s joinery skills are applied to different wood 

species. People want to decorate the entire home with the 

same style of Puustelli furniture and interior doors. Stained 

wooden doors are a novelty that only self-sufficient Puustelli 

can respond to. Painted MDF doors and the different pat-

terns of melamine surfaces become part of the colour game. 

A smart planning program with furniture included directly in 

production is customised for the store network. Puustelli’s free 

design and measuring service, Presis. Is extended to homes. 

Puustelli bathroom furniture with pine slat doors are added 

to the range. The company develops an industrial process 

for manufacturing white panel interior doors from wood fibre 

pulp. The process won the “Tuottava Idea” (Productive Idea) 

award in 1986.

are the guiding forces for Puustelli’s business. This is given 

objective confirmation when Puustelli starts to use an ISO 

9001 quality management system. The scope of certification 

is unique in the furniture industry and covers Puustelli prod-

uct development, sourcing, production, transport, installation 

and store operations. The turnkey service concept is further 

improved and is given the name ALLinclusive. Production 

facilities are modernised and furniture frames and panels 

are now edgebanded. Together with various researchers 

and expert organisations, Puustelli embarks on a project con-

suming time and euros to manufacture an ecological kitchen. 

Regular customer satisfaction surveys are introduced and 

more than 95% of customers would recommend Puustelli.

It was the time of recession, but the company had an ace 

up its sleeve. It’s said that a diamond is created under great 

pressure, just like now. Carl Larsson doors began to be made 

under the Puustelli name. There was plenty of steam, as there 

should be in a small village. Puustelli kitchens saw the light 

of day in 1977. Special Puustelli stores were opened around 

Finland. And so individuality, fine joinery skills and design 

moved a step near the consumer. Interior doors combined 

with kitchen furniture in the same style provided something 

different. The Puustelli range of products continued to expand, 

with coordinating windows, outside doors and floors, includ-

ing skirting. Finland’s most popular brand was bord, thanks 

to the skills of the joiners at Harjavalta.

MILESTONE

For Puustelli, 2020 is a milestone year as the parent company 

Harjavalta Oy celebrates its centenary. This is a rare event in 

company history in Finland. Getting where we are today has 

entailed successes and failures alike. The company is mark-

ing its centenary in many ways so that customers can join in 

the celebrations through Puustelli stores. Now, a biocompos-

ite structure is migrating to bathrooms, the likes of which have 

never been seen before in bathrooms. The frame structure is 

a patented Puustelli biocomposite body with an incredible 

water resistance of 100% and a modest 0% formaldehyde 

rating. Puustelli takes another leap ahead and provides its 

customers with carbon-neutral kitchens under the Natural 

Steps carbon offset programme.

THE PUUSTELLI BRAND WAS BORN

IMITATORS DISCOVERED, SIMILARITIES NO

EXPORTS START

Puustelli’s operations expand across national borders. A start 

was made on exporting kitchens to Sweden, the Baltics and 

Russia. The factory in Harjavalta is enlarged and new machin-

ery acquired. The door factory began to use water-based 

finishing agents. The store network grows further and new 

content is added to Puustelli service. Appliances, sinks, taps 

and lighting are included in the same kitchen delivery, this 

was a novelty in the industry. Besides installation, the turnkey 

service included dismantling old fittings as well as electrical 

and plumbing work. Puustelli financing, for which there was 

undoubtedly a need, was available for the entire renovation. 

The foundation for Puustelli’s installation and renovation ser-

vice is created. In 1996, Tuottavuuskeskus ry awarded the 

company its productivity cooperation prize in recognition of 

productivity improvement.

QUALITY AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

BEING A LEADER MEANS COMMITMENT

An ecological approach spreads throughout the company 

and even guides the factory’s operations. Greater attention 

is paid in the choice of materials and production processes to 

ensure minimum impact on nature and the environment. The 

introduction in the 1990s of water-based surface treatment of 

wooden doors and components was already a step towards 

a cleaner future. We continue along the same path and do 

everything in our power for the benefit of our shared envi-

ronment. No substances containing heavy metals are used 

in production and nor do they originate in the production 

process either. Besides water-based surface treatments, the 

assembly line switched over to using glues that contain no 

added formaldehyde. Our determination was rewarded in 

2013 when we started production of the ecological Miinus 

kitchen, the only tried and tested kitchen of its kind globally. 

The innovative Miinus furniture frame is made largely of bio-

composite. The kitchen’s carbon footprint is 50% lower than 

a kitchen made of conventional materials. At the same time, 

Miinus kitchens have the best indoor air rating M1. Puustelli 

is still the best-selling kitchen brand in Finland. As a responsi-

ble manufacturer, we continue to address increasingly more 

efficient and ecological production processes. Puustelli Miinus 

kitchen furniture received a PCT patent in 2018.
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Each Puustelli brochure is 
produced and printed in Finland.

Puustelli:

WEB: www.puustelli.fi

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/puustellikeittio

BLOG: blogi.puustelli.fi

INSTAGRAM: puustelli

YOUTUBE: www.youtube.com/user/puustelligroup

YOU CAN ALSO FIND US AT:

Puustelli Miinus:

WEB: www.puustellimiinus.com/fi

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/PuustelliMiinus

BLOG: blogi.puustellimiinus.fi

INSTAGRAM: puustelli_miinus

YOUTUBE: www.youtube.com/user/puustelligroup

PUUSTELLI’S 
KITCHEN 
GALLERY
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PUUSTELLI’S 
KITCHEN GALLERY

THE LARGEST KITCHEN 
GALLERY IN THE NORDICS 
– SEE MORE THAN 1000 
FINNISH KITCHENS. FIND 

YOUR OWN FAVOURITE, GET 
IDEAS AND BE INSPIRED!
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